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1 INTRODUCTION 
In spite of the abundance of existing literature, research in mechanism analysis and 
synthesis continues to be an active research area. With the advent of the computer 
age, mechanism design methodology has undergone significant changes and improved 
drastically; however, there is still room for further improvements. One of the primary 
reasons being, with the availability of superfast computers, the design methods which 
were perceived to be impractical a few years ago, are now very much in the realm of 
possibilities. This computing power of present day machines (mainframe as well as 
desktop} has opened up numerous new research directions. 
One of the primary shortcomings of the current design methodologies is the lack 
of integrated design framework that allows optimization over a combination of several 
design spaces. Most of the design methodologies use sequential optimization schemes 
which target one design space at a time. As a result, the design obtained is not truly 
optimal. Moreover, in many design procedures, most design decisions are left to the de-
signers judgement [1] . There exists some iterative procedures where manual intervention 
is needed to iterate between two optimal designs which are a part of a sequential scheme. 
Over the last decade, there has been some work done in developing integrated design 
schemes that optimize over design variables arising from several domains. For example, 
optimal design of a mechanism may involve design variables related to the geometry or 
shape of the links, material properties, and possibly control design variables of a control 
system. This type of integrated approach typically results in a computationally inten-
sive, highly nonlinear, and high order design problem. In addition, the global optimal 
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in such cases is often not possible to find and one has to look for the best possible 
suboptimal design. 
There are several other considerations that enter into the selection of an appropriate 
optimization method that is suitable for a particular problem at hand. There is no 
unique methodology that is suited to all problems. Moreover, there are considerations 
that arise from a designers personal preferences towards possible approaches available 
to the designer. The designer may not want to use an algorithm like a black box. He 
or she may want to play an active role in directing the search for an optimal solution. 
The designer may want to analyze the optimization process at every step to gather more 
insight into the problem. For example, a designer may want to find out what happens 
if a particular variable is changed, and how will it affect the overall performance of 
the system. All such factors make- optimization an art and not just engineering. In 
summary, a good optimization strategy is the one that will allow the designer to explore 
the design space and make better decisions as to what tradeoffs can be made and how 
those tradeoffs will affect the overall design. 
The conventional mechanical system design follows a sequential process. First, the 
system is designed based on optimal parameters derived by minimizing some performance 
index which purely depends on the structural strength considerations. Once a structural 
design is finalized and the system is built, the control designer designs an optimal control 
system purely from control performance considerations. This approach has been in 
practice for several years and continues to be the case even today. The design obtained 
from this sequential approach tends to be not optimal in the true sense since, while 
optimizing for the structural design, control design parameters and performance were not 
considered; and similarly, while optimization for control design, structural parameters 
and performance are not considered. A better optimal design would be the one in which 
a combined performance function (structural and control) can be minimized with respect 
to a set of structural and controller parameters. The work of this thesis is focused on 
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this very aspect of optimization. In particular, a more versatile design tool is developed 
wherein an integrated design of nonlinear multibody controlled mechanical system can 
be performed with considerations to performance, sensitivity, robustness, variability and 
manufacturability. The methodology developed also allows numeric as well as symbolic 
data inputs. The design variables can be derived symbolically which allows analytical 
computation of sensitivity functions. The feature is extremely valuable in analysis and 
synthesis as it gives a designer important information about the design space and the 
effect of variations in design variables on a performance function. 
1.1 Literature Review 
There has been very little work in the development of general purpose methodology 
for sensitivity based design and optimization methodology for controlled mechanical 
systems that combines structural as well as controller parameters in one optimization 
process. Although there is an abundance of literature on optimization and optimal design 
in general, there is very limited literature on integrated design of controlled nonlinear 
mechanical systems and multi-objective design. As a result, the literature review will 
be fairly brief. 
Numerical methods have been used for centuries to solve complex mathematical prob-
lems. Computers have been utilized within the last fifty years to perform the tedious cal-
culations that are common in many numerical methods. An iterative numerical method 
is often used to successively adj ust a parameter until a desired result is obtained [2] , 
such a process is usually called optimization. The gradient method was first presented 
by Cauchy [1847] . Modern optimization methods were pioneered by Courants paper on 
penalty functions [1943], Dantzig's paper on the simplex method for linear programming 
[1951], and Karush, Kuhn and Tucker who derived the "KKT" optimality conditions for 
constrained problems in 1939 and 1951 [3] . Large scale optimization began primarily 
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in 1947 with US Air Force problems in which linear programs were formulated to solve 
large scale problems with many design variables [4]. Within the last three decades, many 
numerical optimization methods have been developed and commonly applied to a wide 
variety of problems [3], [5]. 
The first step in the optimization problem formulation for dynamic systems is to 
obtain governing differential equations that describe the motion of the system. Two 
commonly employed approaches for multibody systems are Newtonian and Lagrangian 
formulations. The Lagrangian formulation [6], [7], is often preferred over a Newtonian 
approach due to its simplicity as a result of the energy based approach. Lagrangian for-
mulation also yields nice, closed-form equations which are easy to work with. However, in 
the case of systems with multiple bodies, the complexity of equations grows exponentially 
.with the number of bodies which leads to the problem of equation swell. An alternative 
approach which .can be used to overcome this shortcoming of Lagrangian approach is 
the multibody constrained formulation [8]. This approach has gained importance since 
computational power is not an issue. Another important piece of information that is 
needed, especially in gradient-based optimization schemes, is sensitivity derivatives of 
a performance function with respect to design variables. The literature on sensitivity 
computations include several references, some examples being [1], [9] and [10]. In [9], a 
direct differentiation-based scheme is given for sensitivity computation whereas in [10], 
a singular value decomposition method is used. 
Optimization for minimum sensitivity using nonlinear programming has been suc-
cessfully implemented for planar mechanisms [11~. However, there has been very little 
work done in integrating sensitivity based optimal design in a general optimization frame-
work. One of the few available references on optimal design of structure using sensitivity 
methods is (12], wherein the optimization approach used did not address the integrated 
design concept, however, the method could be extended to include control parameters. 
Moreover, this thesis is specifically focused on the design for vibration suppression. In 
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[l3], a sensitivity based design focused on manufacturability was presented, however a 
connection between sensitivity and manufacturability was indirect. 
Another area that has emerged over the last two decades which had a huge impact 
on the optimization area is automatic differentiation and symbolic computing. There 
are several references pertaining to this area some of which include, [14], [15], [16], [l7] 
and [18]. Use of symbolic computing can greatly benefit sensitivity analysis and opti-
mization of mechanical systems. Availability of better, more efficient symbolic software 
and extended differentiation capabilities of new automatic differentiation algorithms can 
now enable integration of multi-objective analysis and synthesis tools very effectively. In 
this research, these capabilities are exploited for developing a general purpose, modular 
optimization tool that can be used not only for integrated design but also for various 
other optimi2ation tasks. 
Integrated design of the structure and controller has been successfully implemented 
in the past; however, most of the designs focused on .linear systems. A generalized 
approach to -the design of nonlinear controlled mechanisms has not been well developed. 
Moreover, control-structure integrated design with considerations to performance has 
been investigated [19] for dynamic controllers such as H2 and H~ controllers; however, 
a generalized controller formulation has not been explored. A genetic algorithm approach 
was used in [20] for optimal design of structure and controller. This method is much more 
computationally intensive and relatively complicated if the user wants to have control 
over each step of the optimization process. Other related work in the area of control 
structure integrated design can be found in [21], [22], [23], [24] and [25]. The methods 
presented in this literature, however, focus on specific objectives; the methodology is 
not generalized and structural models are linear in most cases. 
In [26] and [27], the multi-objective approach is used for integrated control-structure 
design; however, the design objectives are only related to the quality of the system re-
sponse, The objectives such as manufacturability or sensitivity were not considered and 
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generalization through a symbolic input capability and a generalized controller frame-
work was not addressed. The only work that has more comprehensive optimal design 
capabilities can be found in [28] . The methodology presented in this work however, 
addresses only the robustness aspect in the design. 
In summary, based on an extensive literature review, it was concluded that much 
of the groundwork has been done in the area of dynamic analysis, sensitivity analysis 
and optimization of linear dynamic systems. However, the work in the area of multi-
objective integrated design of controlled nonlinear mechanical systems is very limited. 
Also, the existing limited work in this area primarily focuses on one particular aspect of 
performance optimization and often times presents a methodology for a specific problem 
at hand. A general purpose tool that can be used to solve several types of optimization 
problems for a generic nonlinear controlled mechanical system is not available. This 
.research :focused on developing such a tool using symbolic computing and a generic 
controller framework. The design tool developed in this research will -allow optimal 
designs forperformance, sensitivity, robustness, manufacturability and variability. 
1.2 Contributions of this Work 
There are four major contributions of this research which can greatly benefit the 
engineering design community. 
1. A general purpose integrated design method for designing nonlinear controlled 
_mechanisms has been developed. This methodology has alleviated the need for 
linearization of nonlinear systems to obtain an optimal design using integrated 
design techniques. Moreover, the use of the multibody constrained formulation 
allows a modular approach to model the dynamics of multibody systems. This 
approach also allows very efficient reformulation of complex systems in case of a 
change in the configuration of the system. 
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2. A symbolic preprocessor capability is developed which enables the designer to 
develop equations of motion even for large dimensional system and any order 
controller along with corresponding sensitivity equations very efficiently. With 
some problem specific information, these equations can be output directly to the 
optimization program. The modular program structure enables the designer to 
make changes in the optimization data and monitor each step of the optimization 
process very efficiently and easily. 
3. Multi-objective optimization structure allows the designer to optimize over many 
different design spaces in order to obtain a better optimal solution. 
4. A generalized method for implementing generic dynamic controller structure into 
closed loop system ,dynamics. is developed which allows input of controller pa-
rameters along with structural parameters. Moreover, these inputs can be done in 
symbolic form. The controller parameters, structure and order can also be changed 
independently of structure dynamics. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
The organization of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 presents the mathematical 
development of a dynamic model for multibody nonlinear system along with integration 
of equation of a dynamic controller; Chapter 3 focuses on the derivation of sensitivity 
equations; Chapter 4 presents the formulation of an integrated design framework as the 
optimization problem. The structure of the symbolic preprocessor and its role in opti-
mization and sensitivity analysis is also discussed. Chapter 5 presents the optimization 
results for aproof-of-concept double slider example problem; Chapter 6 gives the results 
for the integrated design of a construction loader problem; and finally Chapter 7 gives 
conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
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2 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF SYSTEM 
DYNAMICS 
The first step in the optimization of dynamic systems is to obtain a mathematical 
model representing the dynamics of motion of a system. Two basic approaches to obtain 
the equations of motion are the Newtonian formulation and the Lagrangian formulation. 
An alternative approach that has emerged since the advent of computers is the multi-
body constrained formulation. The Newtonian formulation is a vector-based iterative 
method which is cumbersome to use and therefore not widely used in the ,optimization 
community. Both, Lagrangian and multibody constrained formulation are widely used, 
however. The choice of a particular method depends on the problem at hand. In par-
ticular, the Lagrangian approach is easy to use when the number of bodies involved in 
a multibody system is low. With an increase in the number of bodies, the complexity 
of the Lagrangian formulation grows exponentially. This phenomena is referred to as 
equation swell. the multibody constrained formulation, on the other hand, yields a large 
number of equations, however each individual equation is relatively simple. Thus, with 
adequate computational power, the multibody constrained formulation is the method of 
c oice. 
In this thesis, both formulations were developed in order to be able to compare and 
validate correctness of each approach. In particular, for the proof-of-concept system, 
both approaches were used to formulate the optimization problem and the results were 
compared to ensure accuracy of the formulations. When symbolic inputs are used, the 
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multibody constrained formulation ofl~ers the only viable approach for systems with more 
that three or four bodies. This chapter will focus on the development of generic equations 
of motion for multibody nonlinear systems using both approaches. 
2.1 Lagrangian Formulation 
The Lagrangian formulation is based on an energy-based approach and therefore 
deals with only scalar quantities. This makes the development of the equations of motion 
much easier and less prone to errors compared to a Newtonian formulation which uses 
vector quantities. Given below is the derivation for the Lagrangian formulation taken 
primarily from [30]. 
For a system of N particles, the total kinetic energy of the system is given by 
1 3N 
2 T ~ 112 x~ 
2 ~_1
(2.1) 
where rn~ is the mass of particle j and x~ is the generalized coordinate of particle j . Now 
each Cartesian coordinate x~ can be described as a function of generalized coordinates 
q2 (i = 1, 2, ..., N) and time t as follows: 
xl — f l(ql~ q2~ ...~ q'n~ t) 
x2 — f 2 (ql ~ q2, ... ~ qn ~ t) 
x3N = f 3N(Q'l, ~'2, •••, qn~ t)-
(2.2) 







N n ~x~ ~x~ 
m~ ~ qi -}-  
2=1 `~' q2 
V~ 
n ~x~ ~x~ 
q2 --~-- . 
i=1 ~qi Oft 
2 
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pi — — ~ mj xj dt j-~ aqi 
3N d axe
m~x —~ .7 CL~t aqZ 
The last term in Eqn. (2.8) can be evaluated as 
Cl~ (J~x? n a2x .7 a2x .7 x ~ 
dt (aqz~ - ~ agzaqk q~ + aq~at — qz k-1 
substituting Eqn. (2.8) in Eqn. (2.1), 
3N ~ 
a = 2 ~ m~x~ fix. . (2.10) 
qz ~ 1 qz 
Now, combining Eqns. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) the time rate of change of momentum can 







According to Newton's law of motion, 
3N .. ~~ j c~T mjxj + 
~`12 ~q2 




where F~ is a set of all the externally applied forces and R~ is a set of the forces due to 
workless constraints on the system. Combining Eqns. (2.12) and (2.11}, 
• dpi _ 
pi— dt —~ j=1 
3N axj
~q'i j= 
~x j o~T 




Notin that ~3N F~ ~ = Q2 and R ~'s do not do any work, ~3 R - ~ = 0. Therefore, g ~ l ~ aqi ~ ~ ~ aqi 
Eqn. (2.13} can be simplified to 
dpz aT 
dt — Qi 
+ a 4'2 (2.14) 
Substituting Eqn. (2.5) into Eqn. (2.13) yields 
d o~T aT — = Q2, (i = 1, 2, ..., n) (2.15) 
dt ~~2 aq2 
which is known as the fundamental form of Lagrange's equations. It is to be noted that 
only the kinetic energy of the system is accounted for on the left hand side and the 
potential energy inputs are taken care of in the generalized force vector. This is not 
the most desirable form of Lagrange's equation. Amore desirable form of Lagrange's 
equation uses the concept of the " Lagrangian" defined as 
L=T —V (2.16) 
where T is the kinetic energy and V is the potential energy. of the system. The con-
servative forces can be derived from the potential energy function and hence separated 
from QZ in Eqn. (2.15) as follows, 
Qi - Qc ~' QZ C (2.17) 
where QZ represents the conservative forces and Qn~ represents the non-conservative 
forces. QZ's are derived from V using, 
av 
(2.18) ~z = - aqz 
It should be noted that V is not a function of generalized velocities q. Therefore, equa-
tions (2.15), (2.16) and (2.18) can be combined to give the standard form of Lagrange's 
equation as 
d c~L o~L 
dt aq2 aq2 
where Qn~ are the generalized, non-conservative forces not derivable from the potential 
energy function. 
Qn~, (i = 1, 2, ..., n) (2.19} 
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2.2 Constraint Equations and Lagrange Multipliers 
If the system represented by Eqn. (2.19) is constrained, then the degrees of freedom 
for the system are reduced by the number of constraints acting on the system. For 
example, if there are m active constraints on the system described by Eqn. (2.19), 
the degrees of freedom for the system reduces ton — m where n is the total number 
of generalized coordinates used to describe the system. In the case of constraints, the 
equations of motion for the system (2.19) have to be augmented to include the constraint 
relations. Let the constraint equations be given by 
~~ (q, t) = 0, (j = 1, 2, ..., m) (2.20) 
where m is the number of constraints. If the constraints in Eqn. (2.20) are holonomic 
in nature, in theory, one can eliminate constraint equation by using these equations to 
describe m of the n generalized coordinates in terms of remaining n - m generalized 
coordinates, and thereby reducing the number of equations in Eqn. (2.19) from n to 
n — m. However, in the case of non-holonomic constraints, the constraint equations 
cannot be used to eliminate the "extra" (dependent) generalized coordinates. In such 
a case, constraint equations have to be used together with Eqn. (2.19) to completely 
describe the system dynamics. In the case of non-holonomic constraints, the constraint 
equations cannot be given by Eqn. (2.20) as such constraints are not integrable. Amore 
generic form of constraints which can be used to represent both types of constraints is 
given by 
n 
i~dq~ -~- Exi~CL~t = 0 (i = 1, 2, ..., m). (2.21) 
i=1 
In the case of holonomic constraints ~i~ = a and ait = a ,where ~i = ~i (q, t) are Q~ 
holonomic constraint equations. 
In the presence of non-holonomic constraints, and sometimes in the case of bolo- 
nomic constraints (for simplicity) one has to augment the system equations with the 
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constraint equations using Lagrange multipliers. This results in the introduction of new 
m independent variables to be determined during the solution process. Given below is 
the procedure to augment the system equations using Lagrange multipliers. From the 
principle of virtual work [9], the virtual displacements of generalized coordinates satisfy 
the following condition in the case of frictionless constraints. 
n 
2~(SC~'~ = O (i = 1, 2, ..., m) (2.22) 
j=1 
Also, since the constraints are frictionless, the work done by the generalized constraint 
forces (Ci) in virtual displacements is zero, for example, 
n 
c,aq; = o ~ cTbq = o (2.23) 
j= 
Now, multiplying each of Eqn. (2.21) by the Lagrange multiplier ~i (z = 1, 2, ..., m) and 
subtracting from Eqn. (.2.23),. 
n m 
C~ — ~ a~2~i Sq~ = 0 (2.24) 
j=1 i=1 
In vector matrix form, Eqn. (2.24) can be written as, 
~C — aT ~~ [fiq] (2.25) 
For Eqn. (2.25) to hold for any arbitrary [Sq], ~ needs to be chosen such that 
C—aT~=O ~ C=aT~ (2.26) 
For a holonomic system, Eqn. (2.26) can be written as 
C = ~9 ~ (2.27) 
where ~T — a~~ 
T 
4 — aq;
Now augmenting Eqn. (2.19) to include the constraint forces from Eqn. (2.27) and 
governing constraint equations from Eqn. (2.21), 
d aL _ aL = ~i c + ~m 1 a2j ~ j  (2 = 1, 2, ..., rL) dt aqi aQi .7 
~2 1 Cxijdgj -}- CL'itC1~t — Q (Z = 1, 2, ..., m) 
(2.28) 
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Note that the system of equations (2.28) has (n -}- m) equations and (n -~- m) unknowns 
and can be solved simultaneously. One advantage of using Lagrange multipliers is that 
constraint forces can be easily determined once ~'s are known. For holonomic systems, 
Eqn. (2.28) takes the form 
d aL _ aL __ nnc + ~T~ (2 — 1, 2, ..., n) dt aqi aqi `w z q 2.29 ( ) 
~2 1 ~-dq~ ~ 
as z dt = 0 (i = 1, 2, ..., m} aq, 
For multibody systems with a small number of bodies, the formulation is simple and 
straight forward. However, when the number of bodies increases even beyond three or 
four, the differential equation for each coordinate is usually very complex and fairly 
messy. Also, if the system configuration is changed (for example, the addition another 
link, a change of joint location, a change of the controller type, etc.) the entire derives 
Lion has to be repeated again as contributions from individual bodies are not identifiable 
. in. system equations. This is one major drawback of the Lagrangian formulation. The 
complexity of the equations also proves to be prohibitive. for use of symbolic compu-
tation. These shortcomings of the Lagrangian formulation can be avoided if one uses 
the multibody constrained formulation, especially if the computational power is not an 
issue. 
2.3 Multibody Constrained Formulation 
The multibody constrained formulation essentially uses the Lagrange approach at its 
core. The main idea is to use the maximum set of generalized coordinates for each body 
in conjunction with associated constraint equations for each body. For example, for a 
system of N bodies, there will ba 6N generalized coordinates leading to 6N differential 
equations. If each body is constrained by m independent constraints, then there will 
be N x m constraint equations. Therefore, this formulation leads to a large number of 
differential and constraint equations. However, each individual equation is very simple. 
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The simplicity of equations allows for symbolic computation and the modular structure 
allows for significant flexibility if the configuration of the system changes as it does 
not require reformulation of the complete set of equations. Thus, in the multibody 
constrained formulation, there is very little equations swell when a symbolic package, 
such as Ma le© is used to s mbolicall derive the equations. This is a very significant p ~ y Y 
advantage over the Lagrange formulation. Amore detailed discussion on this issue is 
given at the end of this section. 
Given below is the formulation of equations of motion using the multibody con-
strained formulation. As it will be seen, it is an extension of the Lagrange formulation. 
Recall the system of equations derived in the previous section given by Eqn. (2.28) for 
nonholonomic constraints and Eqn. (2.29) for holonomic constraints. Assume the case 
of holonomic constraints for simplicity. Then, in the multibody constrained formulation, 
Lagrange's equation is used to describe the dynamics of each body independently leading 
to six differential equations for each body. That is, 
d O~.LZ ~LZ nc i?' . —   = Qz~ -}- a~q (2 = 1, 2, ..., N, ~ = 1, 2, ..., 6) (2.30) CL~t O~gij o`~q2~ 
where N is the number of bodies. The constraint equations are given by, 
~3 (q, t) = 0 (i = 1, 2, ..., N, j = 1, 2, ..., 6). (2.31) 
Equation (2.30) can be written in compact form as 
1VI q — ~ T ~ = Qnc q (2.32) 
where, M is a mass matrix, ~ is a matrix of constraint equations, ~ is the vector of 
Lagrange multipliers and Q is a vector of generalized forces. Note that Q incorporates 
all generalized forces including conservative, nonconservative and externally applied. 
Combining (2.32) with the constraint condition given in Eqn. (2.31) yields a system of 
differential algebraic equations. The algebraic constraint equations are converted into 
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differential equations by differentiating Eqn. (2.31) twice to yield a Gaussian form as 
follows 
~'qq = —~~g4~aq — 2~tgq — Ott (2.33) 
Now combining (2.32) and (2.33) yields the following set of differential algebraic equa-
tions which can be solved using standard numerical methods. 
M ~T




—~~'eq~e4 — 2~cg4' — Ott 
(2.34) 
Although a matrix inversion is needed in the process to solve the above set of equa-
tions, the matrix that needs to be inverted is sparsely populated and the expressions are 
fairly small. So, there is no danger of numerical problems related to matrix inversion. 
2.3.1. Development of the Constraint Equations 
This section will briefly discuss how to develop the constraint equations and derive 
the forces needed for the multibody constrained formulation. The software developed 
during the course of this research requires that only the constraint matrix ~ be developed 
manually. The additional information that a user must supply to the program includes 
problem dimension, controller dimension, number of design variables, and some fixed 
problem specific data. 
2.3.1.1 Example of Developing the Constraint Matrix ~ 
In order to assemble a mechanism and give it the appropriate number of degrees of 
freedom, a set of constraint equations are necessary. This section will illustrate with a 
simple example how to develop constraint equations for two planar bodies connected by 
a revolute joint, and how to specify forces on a body. Joints are expressed in terms of 
algebraic equations of the form 




center of gravity X 
Figure 2.1 Coordinate frames for developing constraint equations for arev-
olute joint between two bodies 
For example, the revolute joint that connects bodies 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.1 can be expressed 
by the following equations, 
X: ~XZ ~' xiCOS~e2~ — ~i827L~ei~~ — lX7 + x~COS~82~ — 2f~S27Ll e z~~ = Q (2.35) 
Y: (Yi + xZsin(9z) + y~cos(6i)) — (Y~ + x~sin(9i) + y; cos(BZ)) = 0 
These constraints ensure that the distance between the joint locations on two bodies 
is exactly zero. This is basically a loop closure equation. Similar constraints can be 
developed for other types of joints. 
2.3.1.2 The Generalized Force Q 
One tricky aspect of the constrained formulation is assigning forces and torques. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates a force and a torque acting on a body. Forces and torques are 
also expressed in terms of algebraic equations of the form 
So for a torque, 
Q(x2~~z~ez}=f 
Q(8) = T (2.36) 
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Y~ Force 
center of gravity X 
Figure 2.2 Coordinate frame for developing the generalized force vector Q 
on a body 
Since a torque is a free vector, it can be moved anywhere on the body. That is to say, it 
can be considered to be acting at the centroid of the body. The force, however, requires 
careful consideration. As an example, the force in Fig. (2.2) can be expressed by the 
following set of equations, 
QF(y) = Fsin(~ + 8) 
QF(9) _ —(Fcos(~Y))Y + (Fsin(~))X 
(2.37) 
where, QF(x), QF(y) and QF(9) represent the X and Y components of F and torque 
developed by the force F, respectively. Note that the joint forces cannot be in the force 
vector Q because they do not do any work. However, it is possible to compute the 
joint forces using the Lagrange multipliers. Amore detailed reference for developing 
constraint functions can be found in [36]. 
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2.4 Mathematical Modelling of Controller Dynamics 
For the integrated design problem to be discussed in Chapter 4, we will be considering 
a multibody system in closed-loop configuration. That is, the dynamic model of the 
overall system will involve multibody system dynamics along with associated automatic 
controller dynamics. The controller dynamics can be easily incorporated in the system 
equations (Eqn. (2.29) or (2.34)) through generalized force vector Q. The controller 
input can be considered as an externally applied force. Depending on whether the 
controller is dynamic or static, additional controller state equations will be needed to 
augment the system of equations to obtain closed-loop system dynamics. 
Given below is the procedure to include controller dynamics into the system equa-
tions. 
Incorporation of controller dynamics into the system equations allows us to treat 
controller parameters as a part of the design variables along with the structural design 
variables. This unified framework is extremely powerful as it truly integrates the design 
of the entire closed-loop system and not just the controller or the mechanism. 
2.5 Generic Form of Dynamic Controller 
Assume a generic form of the dynamic controller expressed in state-space form as 
x~ = A~x~ -E- 8 ~~~ (2.38) 
where, x~ is the n~ x 1 controller state vector, ~~ is the controller input vector, u is the 
controller output vector, and A~, B~, C~ and De are the controller matrices consisting of 
controller parameters. All of these controller matrices could be treated as the controller 
design variables. The order of the controller (n~) can be decided by the designer apriori 
and changed iteratively during optimization process if desired. 
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2.6 Controller Dynamics in Lagrange Formulation 
Recall Eqn. (2.29) from Chapter 2 which represents the equations of motion of the 
multibody system in the Lagrange formulation. 
d ~L ~L nc T   — = Qi -}- ~q ~, (2 = 1, 2, ..., n) 
dt Òl qi ~Q'i 
(2.39) 
When there are externally applied forces, like control input, the above equation can be 
modified to include these forces as the additional forcing terms on the right hand side 
and the system equations can be augmented to include the controller dynamics. That 
is, 
d o~L o`~L nc T 
dt aq2 ~q2 
x~ = A~xc -~- Bc~c (2.40) 
where, Qi = Qn~ -i- u and u = C~x~ -E- D~~~. ~c is typically the sensed output of the plant 
and can be expressed as a function of q, q, and q. 
The set of equations given in Eqn. (2.40) can now be numerically integrated using 
methods like fourth order Runga-Kutta method to obtain aclosed-loop response. 
2.7 Controller Dynamics in Multibody Constrained Formula-
tion 
Controller dynamics can be incorporated in multibody constraint formulation in a 
similar way as in the case of Lagrangian formulation. The closed-loop system dynamics 
in this case can be given by 
M ~T
~ Q 0 
~, Qnc + u
—~ —(~gq)gq — 2 ~tgq — ~tt 
xc = Acxc -~- Bc~c (2.41) 
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where, u = C~x~ --~ D~~~. The state vector of the closed-loop system is given by 
~q 
q x~]~ 
If the controller is static (constant-gain} the only controller design variable is the D~ 
matrix, and all other controller matrices are zero. When the controller is dynamic all 
controller matrices A~, B~, Ce7 and D~ are design variables. One can reduce the number 
of design variables by providing apre-defined structure to the controller matrices. For 
example, the A~ matrix can be assumed to be in one of the canonical forms where only 
the elements in the bottom row of the matrix are the design variables. That is, the 
number of design variables in A~ reduces from n~ to n~. Similarly, B~ and C~ can be 
assumed to be in the canonical form as well. Another simplification can be made is 
to assume that the controller is strictly proper which eliminates the D~ matrix. The 
controller can be constrained to be stable by constraining A~ to have only negative 
elgenvalues. 
The multibody constraint formulation also allows the change of the controller struc-
ture rather easily during the design process. Due to the modular structure of this 
formulation, any change in the system configuration does not affect the system equa-
tion significantly to warrant reformulation as in the case of Lagrangian approach. The 
changes have to be made only in a handful of elements in system matrices. This is very 
beneficial while using the symbolic inputs. 
2.7.1 Important Considerations in Multibody Constrained Formulation 
There are a few important issues that need to be mentioned about the multibody 
constrained formulation and they are addressed here. 
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2.7.1.1 Equation Swell 
The equation swell phenomena was addressed briefly at the beginning of this sec-
tion. Equation swell is the rapid growth and increased complexity of a symbolically 
generated equation. As mentioned previously, the Lagrange formulation produces rela-
tively complex and messy equations as the number of bodies involved increases beyond 
three or four. On the contrary, in the multibody constrained formulation the individual 
expressions (expressions for individual bodies) are relatively simple and easily manage-
able. Matrix dimension can grow quickly, however, the matrices used in the multibody 
constrained formulation are very sparsely populated and can be easily .manipulated. So 
equation swell is not an issue with the multibody constrained formulation. In fact, this 
is probably the only known method that can be used with symbolic computations in 
multibody analysis. 
2.7.1.2 Joint Drift 
One area of concern with the multibody constrained formulation is the problem of 
possible joint drift. The joint drift phenomena occurs when the constraint equation 
~(q, t) = 0 is not exactly satisfied due to computational errors. That is to say, when 
such errors_ occur, the constraint equation becomes, 
~(q, t) = 0 -~ 8, where S is a small deviation 
When joint drift occurs, Links begin to separate as the simulation progresses and the 
system response is inaccurate. Correcting this problem is not straight forward because 
it is not clear as to where exactly the joints need to be re-placed. 
There are a few ways to address this issue of joint drift: 
1. Neglect the drift, but verify it is there. Use integration error control to limit ~ 
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2. Use a single step integrator (fixed time step integrator}, and after each step re-
assemble the mechanism just like computing initial conditions. Note that when 
initial conditions are calculated, n independent coordinates are chosen, where n is 
equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the system 
3. Constraint stabilization [29]: The basic idea of this method is to treat each joint 
as a controller. In this case, the constraint dynamics become, 
~sq = —~~eq)gq — 2~tgq —Ott — a~ + 2,C3~ 
where the term —a~+2,6~ is a correction factor which behaves like a PD-controller 
when the joints drift. Both a and ,6 must be tuned to minimize the drift properly. 
4. Use a variable step integrator, but check the independent coordinates at each time 
step. Restart the. simulation if the set of constraints changes. For this method ~ 
independent coordinates are also needed. 
5. Hand code a function to handle the joint drift . This is a problem specific fix, the 
problem of joint drift must be studied for the problem at hand and addressed for 
the specific problem. 
Most of the time, joint drift is minimal, however, it is not to be overlooked. Two of the 
methods given above require that independent coordinates be selected. There are a few 
ways that independent coordinates can be selected: 
1. Select independent coordinates based on gaussian elimination of ~ with full piv-
oting [7]. 
2. Select independent coordinates based on 
~, 1 2 Oq ~ qOt -~- — qOt 
2 
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the independent coordinate is the largest Oq. This method is most commonly 
used for one degree of freedom systems. It can be used for multi degree of free-
dom systems, however, after choosing the first independent coordinate, alI further 
dependencies must be eliminated. 
3. The final method is just a hand coded selection of the independent coordinate. 
To check if joint drift is occurring, simply evaluate ~(q, t) at each time step. ~(q, t) 
should be zero at each time step, but it is not for the reasons described above. Usually 
joint drift is not a problem in simple systems. 
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3 SENSITIVITY 
This chapter is focused on the development of sensitivity equations which is the most 
important step in the integrated design framework presented in this thesis. Sensitivity 
equations are used in multiple problem formulations. For example, performance op-
timization, sensitivity optimization, robustness analysis and sensitivity analysis. This 
chapter will present a basic background of sensitivity followed by a generic paradigm to 
develop sensitivity equations for the optimization problem formulation. 
3.1 Preliminaries 
This section will present a preliminary background of sensitivity and an example will 
be given at the end to illustrate the basic concepts. 
3.1.1 Sensitivity 
The definition of sensitivity will be given in the context of a function and a variable. 
The sensitivity of a function with respect to a particular variable can be defined as 
the percentage change in the function value due to a change in that variable. In this 
context, the function that is of interest is the performance function to be optimized and 
the variable is the design variable of interest. consider any performance function f as 
follows, 
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where, b is a vector of design variables, q is the vector of generalized coordinates, and ~ 
is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. The sensitivity, or change of f with respect to a 
design variable, b, can be written as 
sf b 
-a f 
_ ~b 1 x nb 
(3.2) 
where it is assumed that f (q, q, q, ~, b, t~ is a scalar and b has dimension nb x 1. If f is 





of x nb 
(3.3) 
where, of is the length of the vector f . To illustrate these functions, consider the 
following example. 
Let the performance function for some system be given by, 
. 
~f = b cos(8)~ 
Then, the change in f due to a change in design variable, b, or i.n other words, the 
sensitivity of f with respect to b, is given by, 
Sb = ~b = cos(B)9 + —b sin(9)B ~b + b cos(B) ab
If the state information is known, the only unknowns are the aab~ terms. More insight 
can be gained into the meaning of sensitivity function by considering Fig. 3.1. The 
figure shows magnified plots of the function f for a small perturbation of the design 
variable b. The change in the value of f due to this perturbation in b at any time t = t* 
should equal the sensitivity of f with respect to b multiplied by the perturbation in b. 
That is, 
of
.f ~bo + Ob) ~t—t. — f (bo) (c=c. ;,, ab  Ob (3.4) 
Equation (3.4) is very useful particularly for error checking in sensitivity formulations 
which will be addressed later in this chapter. 
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b-bo
f b=bo +Ob 
t 
t* 
Figure 3.1 Function f evaluated at bo and bo + Ob 
3.1.2 Formulation of Sensitivity Equations 
For the system given in Eqn. (3.1), the general form of the sensitivity function is 
given by: 
of of 
ab — ab 
~f ~g ~f a~ ~f ~g ~f 
exp ~q exp cab ~q exp orb Ogg' exp orb C~~ 
~~ ~ f ~~ 
exp ~b ~t 
cat 
exp orb 
where, exp denotes that the derivative is taken explicitly with respect to the independent 
variable involved. Also, at = 0 as time does not get affected by b. 
8b 
The formulation of differential equations for sensitivity and corresponding initial 
conditions will be discussed next. 
The idea is to obtain a governing differential equation for the sensitivity function. To 
this effect, an assumption is made that the derivative terms can be written with respect 
to b as follows, 
_ _ _ _. 
db db dt dt db dt qb qb 
—_ d d2 q __ da ~ _ da .. 
db db dt2 dt2 db dt2 qb — qb 
Now, using Eqn. (3.6), Eqn. (3.5) can be rewritten as 




where, f exp = of () a~~} exp Equation (3.7) is essentially a differential equation for the new 
variable qb, which will be called the state sensitivity. Now Eqn. (3.7) can be treated as 
just another state equation and can be solved together with a set of system equations 
(Eqn. (2.29)). Thus the closed-loop system of Eqn. (2.29) and the whole system can be 
solved together. The complete state vector for the system then consists of plant states, 
controller states and sensitivity states. Next, a simple example is given to illustrate the 
formulation of sensitivity differential equations. 
Consider the following second order nonlinear system: 
e = fie, e, b) = b sin~e~ + b2e 
where b is a design variable. Define state variables as, 
~xl x2 '' = [e e~T 
then, the system equations can be rewritten as a set of two first order equations, 
~xl x2~T = ~x2 bsin~x1~+b2x2~T ~3.8~ 
These equations can be solved with cone-step integration routine. Once the state 
solution is known, the state sensitivities can be obtained as follows. Note that 
ae o f o f ae o f ae 
ab - ab + ae ab + ae ab 
This can be rewritten in terms of state sensitivities as, 
eb — fb + fBe6 ~' feeb 
Once the state solutions B and 8 are available, the only unknowns in the above sensitivity 
differential equation are 8b and 8b, which can be solved for in the same manner as the 
state differential equation . For the example under consideration, the sensitivity state 
can be defined as, 
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and rewrite the sensitivity differential equations in the following first order form, 
~xg x4~T = Ix4 ~~Sill~~l) +2bx2~ + ~b COSl x l~ x 3~ + 1b2x4~~] T X3.9) 
Now, the system described by Eqn. (3.8) can be augmented by Eqn. (3.9) to obtain a 
combined system described by a set of four first order differential equations. 
~xl x2 xg x4~T = ~x2 [bsinlx l~ + b2x21 
where, 




~xl x2 x3 x4 ~T = ~e 8 eb Bb~T
It is to be noted that while solving the combined system of state and sensitivity equations 
the sensitivity equations must be located at the bottom of the stack of equations because 
the state solution is needed to solve for sensitivities. . 
In general, for a system. with n states and m design variables, solving for the cc~rr~bined 
system will yield n -I- n x m total states. This .can be seen .from the previous example: 
The fact that both sensitivities and system response can be obtained simultaneously 
is very significant because it allows for simultaneous error control on both state and 
sensitivity. The sensitivity terms can be used directly in the design for robustness, design 
for variability and design for manufacturability, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
Another significant benefit from this formulation is that the designer obtains valuable 
physical insight to the problem using the sensitivity data and can make good judgements 
in the design process. 
3.1.3 Derivation of Initial Conditions for Sensitivity 
When solving sensitivity differential equations, initial conditions are needed on the 
state sensitivities. The method for finding the initial conditions for the state sensitivities 
can be best described by an example. Consider a system described by two states, position 
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and velocity, the initial conditions are, 
x(0) : b sin(9o) =constant 
v(0) : 90 = 0 
the initial conditions for the associated sensitivity terms are found by taking the partial 
derivative of x(0) and v(0) with respect to the design variable. The initial condition of 
the sensitivity is nothing but the change in the state initial condition with respect to 
the change in design variable b. 
ax~o> = xb(o~ = s~n~eo~ + ~os~eo~ ae° = o ab ab 
which c,an be rearranged as 
aeo — S~n~eo ~ _ _ tan(9o~. ab — ~os(eo) 
The equation above gives the initial condition for the sensitivity terra fib. ~ The initial 
condition for the sensitivity vbis obtained similarly. ~I'aking the- partial ~.erivative of v(0) 
initial condition with respect to the design variable b, yields, 
av(o) _ aBo 
ab vb(o) = ab = o 
Which gives four initial conditions for four states. As previously stated the total number 
of states is n -I- n x m = 2 -{- 2 x 1 = 4 which includes two system states and two sensitivity 
states. 
3.1.4 Error Checking 
The equations in the sensitivity formulation can get fairly complicated. As a result, 
a method to do error checking for the equations is necessary. Recall from Section 3.1.1, 
Fig. 3.1 and Eqn. (3.4) that, for small changes in the design variable, the change 
in the function of the design variable should be approximately equal to the change in 
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sensitivity of that function with respect to the design variable multiplied by the change 
in the design variable. Equation (3.4) can be rewritten as, 
where 8 and 8 denote the system state variables corresponding to the nominal and per-
turbed values of the design variable, respectively. Similarly, 9b and 86 are the state 
sensitivities with a nominal and perturbed design variable, respectively. Since the sen-
sitivities also change with a perturbation in b, an average value is taken in Eqn. (3.11) 
and Ob is the amount of perturbation in the design variable. This method of error 
checking is known as the finite difference check. For finite differences in design variable 
(the amount of perturbation), the sensitivity state should change by a known amount. 
For typical systems, if the design variable is perturbed by 0.1%, the left and right side 
of Eqn. (3.11) should be within 1.0% of each other. Alternately, the difFerence equation 
can be written as 
~e —
%error = 
9) - avg(Sb ; Sb )Ob 
(8 — B) 
(3.12) 
Equation (3.12) can be verified numerically. 
In some cases, an error plot will have spikes which can be easily mistaken for discon-
tinuity in the sensitivity. However, this phenomenon typically occurs where there is a 
phase change between the two functions and most of the times it can be ignored. This 
phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Most of the time, the spikes can be ignored. 
Since the error is determined at each time instance, there are instances where the two 
curves change phase and the difference in response is very large in comparison to the 
sensitivity. 
Another observation from Fig. 3.2 is that the error between the actual change in 
response and predicted change in response is very close to zero. This method of error 
checking is used in this work for all sensitivities. 
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Figure 3.2 Error plot 
3.2 Sensitivity Equations in Lagrangian Formulation 
This section will discuss the inclusion of sensitivity equations in the Lagrangian 
formulation. Sensitivity derivations in Lagrange's formulation is fairly straightforward. 
Assume that Lagrange's equations are given in a set of secr:~nd order differential 
equations. The process of deriving the: sensiti~rity. equations, then, is simply a matter 
of taking the derivative of the differential equations with respect to the design variable. 
If g = f (8, 8, b), and it represents a differential equation, then the sensitivity can be 
derived as, 
o~g ag o~g ~e ag ~e _ -'- ~-
o~b orb ex ~B ex ~b ~8 e~ orb p p p 
Equation (3.13) will yield necessary sensitivity differential equations. 
(3.13) 
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3.3 Sensitivity Equations in the Multibody Constrained For-
mulation 
Recall from Chapter 2 the closed-loop equations of motion obtained using the multi-
body constrained formulation in Eqn. (2.41) repeated here, 
~VI ~T





— ~~e4')eq — 2~taR' — Ott 
xc = Acxc + Bc~c (3.14) 
where, u = C~x~ -}- D~~~. The sensitivity of the constraint equation can be determined 
as, 
d~ 
= ~q~b + ~~ _ ~ ~ ~q~b = — fi b db 
(3.15) 
hTow, differentiating Eqn. (3.15) ~ twice with respect to time yields the ~~aussian form as 
fohovvs, 4 
~qqb = — ~qqb — 2~ggb i ~b (3.16) 
Similarly, the system equations and the controller equations can be differentiated with 
respect to the design variable b to yield, 
Mqb — ~q ~b — Q9gb -F' QgQ'6 ~' Qb + ubl~q'~~4gb ~" l~q ~~b — lMq~b X3.17) 
~xc~b — A clx c~6) exP -I- ~Acxc~6 ~' Bcl~c~bl exp '+' lBc~c~b ~' Bcl~c~9gb ~" Bcl~c~9gb (3.18) 
where, 
2Lb = ~ic~xc~6l exp + ~C~x~~b + Dc~yc~6l exp -~ ~Dc~c~b + Dclyc~4gb + Dc~~c~4gb (3.19) 
Combining Eqns. (3.15), (3.17), (3.19) and (3.18) yields the following system of 
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differential algebraic equations 
ub — Cc(xc)bl exp +' (Ccxc)b + Dc(~c)blexp + (Dc~c)b ~' Dc(~c)ggb ~ Dc(~c)ggb 
~ T
~ q 0 
qb 
—~b 
Q9gb + Qgq6 + Qb -~ l~q ~~9qb + l~q ~~b — ~M[j~b +266 
—~qqb — 2~ggb — ~b
(3.20} 
Equations (2.34), (3.20) and (3.18) can be solved simultaneously as discussed previously. 
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4 INTEGRATED DESIGN 
This chapter will present the integrated design approach for controlled multibody 
dynamic systems with a particular focus on multi-link mechanical systems. The method-
ology developed has emerged as a valuable design and analysis tool for various optimiza-
tion problems. The symbolic input capability and ability to handle constrained nonlinear 
systems is of significant benefit to the design field. The methodology is based on a mod-
ular approach which lends itself for potential parallelization using multiple processing 
units. ~A.utomated symbolic code generation is also an attractive feature in sensitivity 
and robustness analysis. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 will present 
a generic formulation to the optimization problem for integrated design. Subsequent 
sections will focus on different types of design objectives and present the formulation of 
the optimization problem for the respective objectives. 
4.1 Optimization 
The integrated design problem is formulated as an optimization problem where a 
performance function of interest is minimized with respect to a set of design variables 
chosen from more than one design domain. For the purpose of this thesis, the two 
domains of interest are structure and control design domains. That is, the set of design 
variables consists of structural design variables and control design variables. 
In general, optimization can be thought of as a j ourney and not a destination. The 
journey is that of discovering the design space the designer has to work with. This 
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philosophy becomes increasingly applicable when the optimization problem is non-convex 
and/or non-smooth. When the problem is non-convex, one can potentially get stuck with 
local minima and a suboptimal solution is the result. When the problem is non-convex, 
solving the optimization problem tends to be an art as a one-shot solution is typically 
not possible. In such cases, several intelligent solution strategies have to be employed to 
obtain a desirable optimal solution. Some of these techniques include changing initial 
conditions and constraint functions, fixing selected design variables, and even possibly 
changing the performance function or design variables. 
Figure 4.1 shows the basic program structure used for the integrated design frame-
work. The specific optimization problems may slightly deviate, but the core program 
remains the same. 
problem specific data, 
constraint matrix 






b, I.C. q~ q~ q~ 









Figure 4.1 Integrated design scheme 
optimal 
~ design 
A data flow diagram which shows how information flows between different computa-
tional modules/programs is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The optimizer used for this research is the f mincon() function from the optimization 
toolbox within Matlab~. The optimization tool box of Matlab~ was found to be 
adequate for the problem addressed in this research. Also, in this work, the actual 
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Figure 4.2 Data flow between modules 
process of exploring the design space through optimization is the primary focus of the 
optimization in this research.. The frar~lework represented in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 can ~ be 
used to solve a variety of integrated design problems depending on -the performance.
objective of interest. All of the optimization problems will be handled within a unified. 
non-linear programming framework. This framework is presented belov~ in the form of 
a generic optimization problem. 
Determine the optimal value of the vector of design variables b 
which solves the following problem: 
Minimize f (q, q, q, ~, qb, qb ~ Q~b ~ ~b ~ b, t~ 
subject to 
~~ ~ _ 
gj(q~q~q~~~gb~gb,qb~ ~b~b,t~ < o 
~.~, 
hk(q,q~q~~~gb~gb~qb~~b,b,t~ = o 
(I~ = 1, ..., N~) 
~4.1~ 
where, Ng and N~ are the number of inequality and equality constraints, respectively. 
The functions f , g and h are selected depending on the design objective of interest. 
Given below are various categories of optimization objectives that are considered in this 
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research for performing integrated design. 
4.1.1 Optimizing for System Response 
In the case of the controlled multibody systems, one of the most basic and very com-
mon optimization objectives is to optimize for the system performance which is typically 
expressed in terms Of regulating or tracking performance. This problem usually involves 
minimization of integral error between a desired response and the actual response of 
the system. The difference between the actual and the desired response is penalized in 
the performance function. The optimization algorithm then searches over the domain 
of design variables to determine the optimal set such that the performance function is 
minimized, for example, the tracking error is minimized. 
The performance function. for this case is given by f :_ ~(q, q, q, ~a, b, t), where, ~ J is 
a suitable measure of performance such as, ~~ 
J = f of  (E(t))2dt 
where, E(t) is the error between the desired and the actual system trajectories. The 
constraints (g and h) on the design variables and system trajectories are determined 
from problem specific data. 
4.1.2 The Min-Max Problem 
In optimization problems where the focus is on the minimization of sensitivity or vari-
ability the problems can be formulated as the min-max problem. As the name suggests, 
every min-max problem is aimed at minimizing the maximum value of some desired 
function. While optimizing for performance, typically all of the performance criteria 
are placed in the performance function and the constraints are typically placed in terms 
of some function and/or bound on design variables. In the case of the min-max prob-
lem, however, the optimal performance is first determined by solving for performance 
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and then this optimal performance is used as an inequality constraint; for example, the 
constraint could be that the performance must be within ~5.0°~0 of the optimal perfor-
mance. The performance function for the min-max problem is some desirable objective 
function or variable. The optimization minimizes this upper bound, while conforming 
to the constraints of the system. Mathematically, this can be expressed as, 
Minimize f 
subject to ~ ~ J — Joptimal' I — • 05 Joptimal C 
where, f is some upper bound on a function or variable. Figure 4.3 gives a graphical 
representation of the min-max problem. 
f =upper bound 
-- •.__~_~s~.-----•-~•----••---
time 
Figure 4.3 Performance objective for the min-max problem 
4.1.3 optimizing for Minimum Sensitivity 
The problem of optimizing for robustness can be expressed in terms of minimizing the 
upper bound on a sensitivity function. The performance function, in such a case, is given 
by f =max S(q, q, q, ~, qb, qb, qb, fib, b, t~ where S is a suitable measure of sensitivity. 
When the sensitivity function is minimized, which represents the sensitivity of the system 
response to the design variable, the system response becomes robust to the change in 
design variables. Choosing which sensitivity function to be minimized is problem specific 
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and is to be determined from the application of interest. The constraints on the design 
variables and system trajectories are determined from problem specific data. 
4.1.4 Optimizing for Minimum Variability 
Before introducing the minimum variability problem, it is important to understand 
the notion of variability. 
4.1.4.1 Variability 
Variability is the measure of variation in the performance function due to the varia-
tion in the design variables which is the result of manufacturing inaccuracies. Variability 
is closely related to the sensitivity, in fact, variability is computed from the sensitivity 
as follows. 
V = O.f — fbOb 
where, D f is the variation in performance function f b is the sensitivity of the performance 
function, and Ob is the variation in design variable due to manufacturing inaccuracies. 
Variability can be defined in two ways, the upper variability and the lower variability, 
where, 
and 
Vu o.f(t)u = ~z ~ o.fz 
V l O.f (t)1 = ~ 1 ~f l
of u _ ab2
abu 
2 ~, _ 
l 
ab~ Ob2 2 
b ~ bu 
0 fl = 
a 2 
2 a i 









The difference between sensitivity and variability is that variability is weighted sen-
sitivity where an appropriate weighting is given to sensitivities of components that vary 
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the most/least. Another way of looking at variability is, 
bn°'n ~- 0b2 ~ bnom ~ bnom + Ob2 (4.6) 
Variability and tolerance is very commonly confused. There is a subtle difference 
between the two, tolerance is chosen by the designer as an acceptable range of error for 
a given dimension, variation is the actual deviation from the nominal value for. a given 
dimension that is a result of manufacturing inaccuracies .Yet another way to put it is, 
variation is what you get and tolerance is what you want. 
The problem of optimizing for robustness can also expressed using the min-max 
problem approach where the performance function is the upper bound on variability. 
That is, f =max V q, q, q, ~, qb, qb, qb, fib, b, Ob, t~ .where Ob is the amount of variation ( 
in the design variables which is known from the .manufacturer. The constraints (g and 
_.~ 
h} on the design variables and. system trajectories are determined from problem specific 
data. 
4.1.5 optimizing for Manufacturability 
The problem of optimizing for manufacturability can be expressed in terms of op-
timizing the tolerance band while retaining the system performance as specified. The 
design variables in this case are the upper and the lower limits of the design variables. 
The design variable values obtained from the sensitivity optimization are used as nom-
inal values, and allowed to vary as long as the system performance is within ~0.2°~0 of 
the sensitivity optimized performance. The performance function can be given by, 
N 
where bu and blI denote the upper and lower tolerance values for design variable bi , 
respectively, and N is the number of design variables. Once again, the constraints on 
the design variables and system trajectories are determined from problem specific data. 
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Optimizing for maximum tolerance is a more computationally intensive problem than 
the previously presented problems. Optimizing for maximum tolerance is directly related 
to a savings in product cost, and therefore very appealing to mass produced systems. 
4.2 Symbolic Derivation of Response and Sensitivity Equations 
One strength of the proposed design methodology is the ability to process symbolic 
data to compute sensitivity and response functions. Given the constraint matrix ~, the 
external force vector Q, and some other problem specific data for any given system, the 
software developed in this research can symbolically generate expressions for closed-loop 
res onse and sensitivit Usin the s mbolic com utation software Ma le© s mbolic p y g y p p ~ Y 
expressions are generated using a direct differentiation method and then exported to 
© r n merical data rocessin Previous research has utilized Matlab which is used fo u p g 
symbolic methods for _generating dynamic equations and sensitivity but are limited to 
simple systems and current, state-of: the-art software enables better software integration 
and automation. 
The user must hand derive and input the following data: constraint matrix (~}, gen-
eralized force vector (Q), number of structural and controller design variables, number. of 
joints, number of bodies, body masses and inertias, controller order, number of controller 
inputs and outputs and the location of the controller inputs and outputs. With all of this 
problem specific information, the equations for response and sensitivity are generated, 
then solved numerically and used in the integrated design package. The multibody con-
strained formulation lends itself nicely to symbolic generation of equations. A balance 
of symbolic computing with numeric computing gives the designer a good handle on the 
problem. Specifically, the designer can determine exactly which equations relate to each 
body. Since it is very computationally expensive to solve the system in symbolic form, 
the system is solved numerically. 
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5 DOUBLE SLIDER EXAMPLE 
This chapter will demonstrate the integrated design methodology presented in pre-
vious chapters on aproof-of-concept example system. The proof-of-concept example 
system used is a double slider system shown in Fig. 5.1. The design steps are illustrated 
in detail using hand derivations to help understand the methodology. In Chapter 6 the 
methodology will be extended to a linkage mechanism Of a real-life generic construction 
loader.. 
5.1 I~ouble Slider System Problem Statement 
In order to demonstrate the proposed integrated design methodology, a simple double 
slider system of Fig. 5.1 was used. The system consists of a rod connected to two masses 
which are constrained to slide on perpendicular surfaces. One of the masses sliding on 
the horizontal surface is connected by a spring and a damper to the vertical surface. The 
controller is assumed to apply an external torque at the center Of mass of the system. 
A PD-type controller is chosen to control the system and to track a desired position 
and velocity trajectory. Both, the Lagrangian as well as the multibody constrained 
formulation are used to model the system dynamics. The equations for the multibody 
constrained formulation were derived symbolically as well as manually for verification 
purposes. 
The following sections will present a detailed description of all of the steps involved 
in the design of the double slider problem, using both the Lagrange and multibody 
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PD control Torque 
applied at center of 
mass of rod 
c spring and damper are connected at the 
center of mass of m2
Figure 5.1 Double slider mechanism 
constrained formulation. The integrated design is performed for various performance 
objectives. The results from each case are presented and discussed. The four opti-
mization categories used include: tracking a desired trajectory, robustness in terms of 
sensitivity and variability, and manufacturability. 
5.1.1 Lagrangian Formulation 
For double slider mechanism the following generalized coordinates are used in the 
Lagrangian formulation. 
q = [e el T 
The five design variables are the length of rod (L), spring constant(k), damping constant(c), 
and PD-controller gains (Kp and Kd). That is, 
b = [L k c Kp Kd]T
The system has a generalized input of, 
Q — L—~KP(e — edes~ + Kd(e — edes~~ — C8~ 
which includes the input from the controller and the damper. The damper is in the 
generalized force vector because it is a nonconservative force, unlike the spring, which 
is a conservative force. 
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5.1.1.1 Equations of Motion 
The system dynamics and sensitivities were calculated using the Lagrangian formu-
lation. Section 2.1 gave the generic derivation for the Lagrange equations. This section 
Will go through the development of the equations specific to the double slider system 
based on the formulation in Section 2.1. 
The kinetic energy of the system is 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 '2 T = — m1 vl -{- — m2v2 -}- —mbvb -I- -- I bB 
2 2 2 2 
and the potential energy is 
V = m2gL cos 8 + mbg ~ cos 8 + 21~L2 (sin 8 — sin Ba)2
The Lagrangian of the system is then given by, 
L=T-V 
Differentiating Eqn. (5.1) to obtain the standard form (refer to Eqn. 2.19) as, 
L2 sin Bcos992(m2 — ml) — gL sin B(m2 + 2m6) — kL2(sin B —sin 90) cos B 
(5.1) 
+L26(ml cost 9 -I- m2sin29 ~- 3mb) _ —(Kp ~B — edes) + Kd ~e — edes) + ~L cos eel 
The terms on the right hand side of the equation are the nonconservative forces. The 
above equation can be rewritten as, 
8 = ~—L2 sin Bcos992(m2 — ml) + gL sin B(m2 -~ 2mb)+ 
kL2(sin B —sin 60) cos 8 — (KP ~B — Bdes) + Ka(B — 9des) + cL cos B9)~ (5.2) 
i 
~LZB(ml cost 8 -f- m2sin28 + 3mb)~ 
Defining [xl x2]T = [8 9]T , Eqn. (5.2) can be broken into two first-order differential 




_ ~—L2 sinxlcosxix2(m2 — 1) -I- gL sin xl (m2 -I- 2mb)~-
~1i2(sin xl — sin xla ~ COS xl — ~Kp~xl — edes~ + Kd~x2 — edes~ + Cx2~1





This set of equations is solved numerically, using a fourth order Runga-Kutta method 
to yield the system states. 
Next, the sensitivity equations are formulated. Since, there are five design variables, 
there are five different sensitivity equations all having the form 
o~g o~g 
orb orb e~p 
ag 
c~8 
ae ~g -~ 
ex ~b Ode p 
c~8 
exp cab 
In the Lagrange formulation, these equations tend to get very messy, which is why the 
multibody constrained formulation is advantageous. 
The first term in each sensitivit e nation ~ will be different for each deli n y q ~ ab exp g 
variable. There are two terms that will be the same for every sensitivity equation, ae 
and ~ . Finally, the remaining two terms, as and as will be solved for numerically. ae ab ab 
The derivative of 8 with respect to design variable (length of rod (L), spring constant 
(k), damping constant (c), P-control coefficient (Kp), and D-control coefficient (Kd)) will 
be presented. 
The explicit derivative of 8 with respect to design variable L is, 
ai — ~((-2Lsin(8)cos(8)(8)2(m2 — ml) + gsin(6)(m2 + 2mb) 
—21~Lsin(9 — 8o)cos(9) — (ccos(B)(B)))(L2(m1cos2(9) + m2sin2(9) + 3mb))) 
—(2L(mlcos2 (9~ -i- m2sin2(B) -}- 3mb)(—L2sin(e)cos~e~a2(m2 — ml) 
+gLsin(B)(m2 + 2m6) — kL2sin~e — eo)cos(6) 
—~xp~e — Bdes~ + Kd(9 — Bdes) + ~L~os(a)e)))]
r 2 
L~L2 ~17Z1C082(6) + m2sin2 ~8~ -~ 37/2b)1 
— 
The explicit derivative of 8 with respect to design variable ~ is, 
1-1 
a~ — [L2sin~e — eo)cos(9), ~(L2(mlcos2(B) ~- m2sin2(6) + 3mb)J
The explicit derivative of 8 with respect to design variable c is, 
1 r —1 





The explicit derivative of 8 with respect to design variable K~ is, 
aK — [—(9 
— 9des)] [(L2(m1cos2 ~8~ + 7/22S27L2 (8) + 3mb)J 
Finally, the explicit derivative of 8 with respect to design variable Kd is, 
—1 
aKd — 
[—~B — Bdes~] I ~ji2 ~7121C082 (B) -I- m2sin2(B) + 3mb~JL 
Next, the derivative of 8 with respect to the state variables B and B will are given. 
The derivative of 8 with respect to 8 is given as, 
ae — ~~~~—L2B2(cos2(8) — sin2 ~8)))~m2 — mi) 
+gLcos(9)(m2 ~- .5mb) 
—kL2((sin(6) — sin(6o))cos2(9) — (sin(B) — sin(Bo))sin(8))) — (Kp)) 
(L2(mlcos2 (B) + m2sin2(9) + 3mb))) 
—((2L2sin(B)cos(8)(m2 — ml)) 
(—L2sin(B)cos(8)92(m2 — ml) 
+gLsin(9)(m2 + 2mb) 
—kL2(sin(B) — sin(Bo))cos(9) 
— —(Kp~B — Bdes~ + Kd~e — Bdes) + c(e))))~ 
[(L2(mlcos2(B) -~ m2sin2(9) -}- (1~3)mb))]-2 ; 




ae — ~~-2LZsin~e~~os~e~a~m2 — ml) — ((~L~os~e~~ + (x~)))] X5.10) 
[L2(mlcos2(9) + m2sin2(B) ~- 3mb~] 
Each of Eqns. (5.4), (5.5),(5.6),(5.7) and (5.8) can be split into two first order differential 
equations by defining additional state variables as .in Eqn. (5.3). The state vector for 
the double slider problem is, 
~xl x2 xg x4 x5 xg x7 xg xg xl~ xll x12 _ 
8 8 ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae a® aL aL a~ a~ a~ a~ aKP aK,~ aKd aKd
(5.11) 
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and the corresponding initial conditions chosen are, 
[30° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] (5.12) 
Now the combined system of equations given by Eqns. (5.2), (5.4), (5.5),(5.6),(5.7), 
(5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) with initial conditions given by Eqn. (5.12), each second order 
differential equation can be split into two first order differential equations similar to Eqn. 
(5.3) and solved for numerically to obtain the state and sensitivity information 
Once the sensitivities are obtained, variability can be calculated. The variability of 





of ae ~f --F-- --~.- -





where Ob is the variation in design variable. For a more strict definition of variability, 
refer to 4.1.4.1. 
For this example, the system will first be optimized for response only, next, minimum 
sensitivity only, then minimum variability, and finally optimized for manufacturability. 
Each of these optimization problems are discussed in detail in chapter 4 
5.1.2 Optimizing for Tracking Performance 
The system was first optimized for performance. The performance criteria is for the 
mass on the horizontal surface, m2 from Fig. 5.1, to follow a desired velocity profile. 
Therefore, the performance function to be minimized is, 
tf




where, edesired and 8desired are given by a fifth order polynomial function. The boundary 
conditions for the polynomial are at initial time and final time, velocity and acceleration 
are zero, the initial angle is 30° and the final angle is 90°. The design variables are 
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subject to the constraints, 
g= [.25-L L-2.5 -1~ I~-500 -c c-500 
-K p Kp -500 -K d Kd -500]T
h=[ 
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m2 for optimal tracking 
The results are shown in Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. Values for all design 
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Figure 5.6 Control input for optimal tracking 
5.1.3 Optimization for Variability 
Next, the system Was optimized for variability. The function to be bound is, 
V = ~2 ~Lcos(9)9 — Lcos~ed~ed~ ~cos(9)(6) — cos(ed)9d~ 
—2 [Lcos(B)8 — Lcos(8d)6d~ ~Lsin(8)(B)9b] 
+2 ~Lcos(BjB — Lcos(Bd)9d~ ~Lcos(B)(9)b~~ OL 
and the performance function is to minimize the upper bound of V. The constraints of 
the system are given by, 
g=[.25 —L L-2.5 —I~ k-500 —c c-500 —Kp Kp -500 
—Kd Kd -500 (J~,t—J)—J~,t*.05 V —b~
T
h=[ 1 
Where g is the inequality constraint, h is the equality constraint and V is the variability 
at each time step, and b is the upper bound on the maximum variability function value. 
J opt is the optimal cost obtained from the Optimization for system response problem. 
Results from the variability optimization are presented in Figs. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 
and 5.11. 
It is not so obvious that from the variability optimized system, that the variability 
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Figure 5.7 Position of m2 for optimal Figure 5.8 Velocity and desired velocity 
variability of m2 for optimal variability 
5.1.4 optimization for Minimum Sensitivity 
The only sensitivity function that is optimized in this case is the sensitivity of re-
sponse due to a change in the length of the rod. The length of the rod is the most 
sensitive variable in the double slider mechanism. Therefore, the function to be mini-
mized is, 
ae ae 
S =max ~ aL' aL ) 
and the constraints of the system are given by, 
g= [.25—L L-2.5 —k k-500 —c c-500 —KP Kp -500 
—Kd Kd -500 (J~t —J)—J~,t *.05 St —b1
T
h=[ 
where g is the inequality constraint, h is the equality constraint, St is the sensitivity at 
each time step, and b is the upper bound on the maximum sensitivity function value. 
Jopt is the optimal cost obtained from the optimization for system response problem. 
Results from minimum sensitivity optimization are presented in Figs. 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 
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Figure 5.9 8L and ~L for optimal variabil- Figure 5.10 Variability Of the velocity of 
ity m2 for optimal variability 
Control input 
Figure 5.11 Control input for optimal variability 
input increased quite a bit. This gives insight t0 the design space that is being explored. 
In order to decrease sensitivity, more control input is required. 
5.1.5 Optimization for Manufacturability 
The design variables from the minimum sensitivity optimization are used and the 
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Figure 5.12 Position of m2 for optimal Figure 5.13 Velocity and desired velocity 
sensitivity of m2 for optimal sensitivity 
to be minimized in this optimization problem is, 
where bu and bl are the upper and lower tolerances of the nominal value for L, length of 
the rod. Only the tolerance on the length of the rod is considered for this problem. The 
system is subject to the constraints, 
9=~~IIJ~t — Ju~~ — Jopt*•002) 
h=[ ] 
Jopt — J~~ ~ — Jopt * .002)JT
where g is the inequality constraints and h is the equality constraints. Ju and Jl is 
the cost evaluated at the upper and lower tolerance value of L, respectively. J opt is the 
optimal cost obtained from the optimization for system response problem. 
The results from this optimization are presented in table 5.2, and in Figs. 5.17, 
5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21. The tolerance band increased approximately 3883°~o from the 
tolerance for the system response optimized system. 
Table 5.1 is a summary of the design variables for the optimization problems above, 
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Figure 5.16 Control input for optimal sensitivity 
mization (S-opt). Table 5.2 is a summary of the manufacturability optimization (T-opt). 
5.2 Multibody Constrained Formulation 
The same double slider problem was solved using the multibody constrained for-
mulation. Only the optimization for tracking will be presented for this formulation to 
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Figure 5.17 Position of m2 for optimal Figure 5.18 Velocity and desired velocity 
manufacturability of m2 for optimal manufac-
turability 
Table 5.1 Optimal design variables for double slider problem 
L (m) k (N/m) c (N•s/m) K p K d cost 
P-opt 0.2500 146.7215 19.0766 44.8211 6.147 0.002122068 
V-opt 0.2500 149.1385 21.4106 46.2066 6.0764 0.002228171 
S-opt 0.4748 26.5086 8.0820 390.9941 12.4895 0.002228199 
plementation will be presented for the performance optimization. The first method is 
a PD-type controller implemented exactly the same way as the PD-type controller in 
the Lagrange formulation. The second controller is a generic controller implemented as 
derived in Section 2.7. 
The formulation of this new problem will be briefly presented as well. A complete 
formulation will not be presented because the method has worked for the Lagrangian 
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Figure 5.19 8L and 8L for optimal manu- Figure 5.20 Variability of the velocity of 
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facturability 
Table 5.2 Tolerance values of optimal systems for double slider 
upper tol. (m) lower tol. (m) tol. band (m) 
P,V,S-opt --X0.005124357 X0.005823467 0.0006991 
T-opt -}-0.0227490862 -0.004093213 0.0268423 
5.2.1 Developing Constraint Matrix ~ and Force Vector Q for Double 
Slider Mechanism 
The constraint matrix ~ and force matrix Q will be derived in this section. For an 
explanation of the method used to develop ~ and Q, please refer to section 2.3.1. All 
equations, for both controller implementations, were first derived by hand, and then by 
the symbolic preprocessor. 
The double slider has four bodies, the ground (body 1), the upper mass (body2), 
the rod (body 3), and the lower mass (body 4), refer to Fig. 5.1. The maximal set of 
general coordinates is used, therefore the generalized coordinate vector is, 
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Figure 5.21 Control input for optimal manufacturability 
and the velocity terms are, 
q = [xi xa xa x4 ~Ji ~J2 ~Ja ~J4 Bi B2 e3 94~
T
The ground constraint is completely constrained. The ground coordinates are xl, yl 
and Bl (ql, q5 and q9), all three coordinates are set to zero. The next constraint is the 
translational joint between the masses and the ground. The translational joint constrains 
both masses so they cannot rotate, body 2 cannot move in the x-direction and body 4 
cannot move in the y-direction, therefore coordinates x2i B2, y4 and 64 (q2, qlo, qa and 
q12), are also set to zero. The final set of constraints is the revolute joint between the rod 
(body 3) and the two masses (body 2 and body 4). Using Eqn. (2.35) for the revolute 
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(q2 + 0 — 0) — (q3 -~ — 2 cos(gll) — 0) 
(q6 + 0 — 0) — (q7 + — 2 cos(gll) — 0) 
(q8 -~ 0 — 0) — (q7 + 2 cos(gil) — 0) 
The forces in this system are: the spring force, the damper force, the controller force 
and the force of the vc~eight of each body. The forces are applied at the corresponding 
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C = [cl c2] 
D = [d] 
2~ _ [8 — edesired] 
The general controller is only dependent on 8 — edesired whereas the PD controller is 
dependent on 8 — edesired and 8 — edesired, ~~~o there will be some difference in the results, 
however, this controller should be adequa~;e. 
With the ~ and Q matrices developed, the rest of the terms can be obtained by 
taking appropriate derivatives. 
5.2.2 Optimization for Performance with PD controller 
Similar to the tracking optimization for the Lagrangian formulation, tracking opti-
mization for the multibody constrained formulation Of the mechanism was conducted. 
The performance function to be minimized, once again, is, 
tf
f = ~ LcOs ~8~ 8 — LcOs ~edesired~ edesired 
to 
and the constraints are, 
)2 
g= [.25—L L-2.5 —k I~-500 —c c-500 
— Kp Kp — 500 — Kd Kd — 500]T
h = [ 1 
Results are shown in Figs. 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24. Sensitivity and variability plots were 
similar to the Lagrange case, but not shown here. 
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5.2.3 Performance Optimization with Generic Controller 
For this case, the general controller was implemented as discussed in Chapter 2. 
In order t0 verify this method, the same performance optimization was conducted and 
results compared. The results can be seen in Figs. 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27. 
The results are very similar to the Lagrange formulation, therefore, the generic con-
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Figure 5.24 Control input for optimal tracking using the multibody con-
strained formulation 
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Figure 5.27 Control input for optimal tracking using the multibody con-
strained formulation with the generic controller 
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6 CONSTRUCTION LOADER LINKAGE PROBLEM 
Once validated on aproof-of-concept system, the integrated design methodology was 
demonstrated on a real-life system, namely, the design of a construction loader linkage 
(see an example in Fig. 6.1). This type of loader is commonly used in heavy construc-
tion applications. The boom which holds the bucket extends approximately 3 meters 
and weighs approximately 1500 kilograms. The bucket weighs approximately 1700 kilo-
grams. The system has two degrees of freedom which are controlled by hydraulics. Two 
hydraulic cylinders control the lift of the boom and one hydraulic cylinder controls the 
tilt of the bucket. These will be referred to as lift and tilt hydraulics, respectively. T'he 
global reference frame is located at the pin joint that connects the boom to the tractor, 
see Fig. 6.2. The local reference frame for each body is located at the center of mass 
of the respective body. The linkage has nine bodies, therefore, the dynamic formulation 
has 27 generalized coordinates. Table 6.1 gives the mass and inertia properties, as well 
as the start position of the center of mass of each body. Note that since there are two 
hydraulic cylinders and barrels to control the lift, the mass and inertias are doubled. 
The system has two degrees of freedom yielding 25 constraint equations. Primarily, the 
constraint equations are in the form of the revolute joint equations given by Eqn. 2.35. 
The constraint equations for the sliding joints (the hydraulic cylinders), are slightly 
different, however the same principle can be applied to develop those equations 
The parameters of the controller that regulates the tilt angle of the bucket and the 
location of the pin joint to ground connection for the tilt hydraulic barrel are the design 
variables for this problem. For the problem formulation under consideration, only the 
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Figure 6.1 Picture of construction linkage on tractor 
linkage dynamics are considered. Dynamics of the hydraulic actuators is omitted. In the 
first case, only the controller optimization is considered for keeping the bucket leveled 
while the boom is raised. In the next case, an integrated design approach is used to show 
how the structure and the controller can be optimized simultaneously in an integrated 
framework for bucket leveling. Finally, the same integrated design approach is used to 
design for minimum sensitivity and manufacturability. The boom motion considered 
is its travel from the start position (see Fig. 6.2) to an angle of approximately 45° in 
3 seconds. The start position corresponds to the bucket resting on the ground with 
no bucket tilt, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Although several other performance measures 
can be used, the problem of bucket leveling is used as an example to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the approach developed in this research on a realistic problem of large 
scale. 
6.0.4 Controller Optimization for Bucket Leveling 
This section presents the results from the optimization of the controller parameters 
only for bucket leveling. The performance function used for this optimization and all 
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ground 
Figure 6.2 Picture of construction linkage on tractor 
other optimizations (excluding optimization for sensitivity and manufacturability) is, 
tf
2 ~2 T 
J = e bucl~et + e bucl~et + 2G R2G 
to 
where 8 is the bucket angle relative to the global reference frame, 8 is the angular 
velocity of the bucket, u is the control input and R is the control penalty used as a 
design parameter. A second order dynamic controller was used in generic form for 
optimization. The controller state-space model used is given below where ai and ci are 












The input to the controller y is the bucket angle 8, and the output u is the force applied 
to the hydraulic piston. The controller was optimized for the bucket leveling problem. 
The boom and bucket responses and control input time history are given in Figs. 6.3, 
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Table 6.1 Mass, inertia and initial center of mass location for links 
Body Name Mass (leg) Inertia (kg • m2) X (m) Y (m) 8 (rad) 
1 ground 0 1 0 0 0 
2 boom 1437.68 731.00 1.34 -.764 0 
3 barrel 148.96 19.51 .931 -.015 .026 
4 cylinder 99.46 14.67 1.52 -.001 .026 
5 bell 322.434 48.20 1.85 -.649 0 
6 link 88.61 10.85 1.98 -1.33 -.173 
7 bucket 1910.11 764.39 3.00 -1.56 0 
8 cylinder 2*101.96 2*17.13 .789 -.829 .228 
9 barrel 2*102.146 2*13.91 .413 -.750 .228 
6.4 and 6.5. The optimal controller design gave the control parameters given in Table 
6.2. 
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Figure 6.3 Trajectory of boom for bucket Figure 6.4 Trajectory of bucket for 
leveling bucket leveling 
The results show that a controller can effectively keep the bucket leveled while the 
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Figure 6.5 Control input for bucket leveling 
6.0.5 Control-Structure Integrated Design for Bucket Leveling 
In the second case, instead of just optimizing the controller, both the controller and 
the structure is optimized. The design variables considered are the controller design 
variable, same as in the previous section, and the- x- and y-locations of the pin joint 
for the tilt hydraulics. The optimization results are given in Table 6.2, and the time 
responses corresponding to these design variables are given in Figs. 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 
6. lo. 
These results show that much less control force is needed in order to keep the bucket 
leveled compared to the previous case. Additionally, the integrated design approach 
resulted in better leveling performance, numerically represented by a 57°~o decrease in 
cost . 
6.0.6 Sensitivity optimization Using Integrated Design 
In this case the design variables are once again, the controller design variables and 
the x- and y-location of the pin joint for the tilt hydraulics. The results for the sensitivity 
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Figure 6.6 Trajectory of boom for bucket Figure 6.7 Trajectory of bucket for 
leveling using the integrated bucket leveling using the 
design approach integrated design approach 
It is clear from the plots that the sensitivity with respect to the design variables is 
greatly reduced. This means, for example, that the location of the tilt hydraulic barrel 
pin joint can change (vary) without greatly affecting the system performance. This fact 
can be used to relax the tolerances used for manufacturing. This case will be presented 
in the next section. 
In the double slider problem, optimization for variability was also presented, but 
since the performance function has no dependence on design variables, it is not relevant 
in this problem. 
Table 6.2 is a summary of the design variables for the three optimization problems 
above, controller optimization for performance (P-opt), integrated control-structure op-
timization for performance (P-opt int) and integrated control-structure optimization for 
sensitivity (S-opt int~. 
6.0.7 Manufacturability optimization Using Integrated Design 
The design variables in this case are the tolerances associated with the pin joint for 
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Figure 6.9 Sensitivity of bucket angle 
with respect to y-position of 
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joint for bucket leveling us-
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proach 
Table 6.2 Optimal design variables for construction linkage 
x (m) y (m) al a2 Cl c2 cost 
P-opt 0.4211 -0.0288 31011.33 1008.88 3.59432e 11 5.19268e 10 3.967 
P-opt int -0.0221 0.6457 31011.30 1008.63 3.59432e11 5.19268e10 2.278 
S-opt int -0.3279 0.5797 31011.30 1008.64 3.59432e11 5.19268e10 2.290 
6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, and table 6.3. 
The results show that by increasing the tolerances, the same performance can be 
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Figure 6.10 Control input for bucket leveling using the integrated design 
approach 
Table 6.3 Tolerance values for construction linkage 
upper tol. (m) lower tol. (m) tol. band (m) 
current x-tol -0.001000 0.001000 0.002000 
current y-tol -0.001000 0.001000 0.002000 
T-opt x-tol -0.081970 0.099321 0.181291 
T-opt y-tol -0.016188 0.022528 0.038716 
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Figure 6.11 Trajectory of boom for sen-
sitivity optimized system us-
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Figure 6.15 Control input for sensitivity optimized system using the inte-
grated design approach 
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Figure 6.20 Control input for optimal manufacturability using the inte-
grated design approach 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
A general methodology for designing optimal, nonlinear, controlled mechanisms in 
an integrated framework was presented. An integrated approach to the design using 
multidisciplinary optimization proved to be extremely beneficial as it yields a trimly opti-
mal design. A high degree of automation can be achieved enabling a designer to change 
designs and reformulate problems quickly. The methodology developed enables the de-
signer to optimize for many different performance objectives, including tracking, sensi-
tivity, variability and manufacturability. To the best of our knowledge, this capability 
is unavailable in the current design methodologies. 
The methodology developed. in this research is validated using aproof-of-concept 
system as well as a real-life mechanical system. Each step of the design process has been 
validated to ensure the dependability of the method. The sensitivity equations were val-
idated with the finite difference check method. Two independent dynamic formulations 
were used to cross check results. The controller formulation used two different types of 
controllers. The equations for the double slider mechanism were first hand derived and 
then symbolically derived to show that the symbolic preprocessor is a viable tool for 
generating necessary closed-form equations. 
Two different dynamic formulations were used to validate the methodology and to il-
lustrate the advantages of using the multibody constrained formulation. The multibody 
constrained formulation lends itself to a high level of automation via symbolic generation 
of equations without equation swell. Although matrices can get relatively Large, they are 
very sparsely populated, and often times narrow banded. Additionally, a system con-
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figuration can be changed easily without complete reformulation. Finally, a generalized 
approach to controller implementation is straight forward and the controller dynamics 
can be solved simultaneously with the system. The generalized controller enables a 
designer to change the controller parameters and type of controller rather easily inde-
pendent of system dynamics. The program could be extended to enable the controller 
order to be a design variable as well. Both SISO and MIMo controller implementations 
are simple procedures. 
The sensitivity based approach is the heart of the proposed methodology. A sensitiv-
ity based method enables the designer to get valuable insight into the problem at hand. 
Since the order of integration for the state sensitivity derivatives can be interchanged, 
it is possible to solve for state sensitivities and states simultaneously. 
Symbolic derivation of equations is very convenient for large scale systems. Although 
it adds some computational cost, it allows the designer to quickly reformulate a new 
system or modify the existing system. Symbolic- generation of equations increases the 
level of automation in the formulation and allows for .more flexibility in the methodology. 
The integrated framework enables the designer to explore multiple design spaces 
while making design decisions. The integrated design method entails amulti-objective 
optimization problem. In this thesis, four different performance/design objectives are 
considered for the optimization problem. Each optimization problem gives valuable 
insight into the different design considerations. A truly optimal design can be accom-
plished as both structure and control parameters can be considered as design variables 
and adjusted simultaneously to achieve the desired performance. 
7.1 Suggestions for F~iture Work 
The methodology developed in the course of this research was illustrated on controlled 
planar nonlinear mechanical systems. The software developed can be readily applied 
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to many other applications including vehicular analysis, deployable structures, robotic 
systems, precision machine tools, etc. Furthermore, this approach can be extended to 
numerous classes of integrated systems, not just the systems presented. The software 
developed can be improved further to include spatial mechanical systems, or flexible 
structures. The approach can be extended to include a variety of performance functions 
and a variety of design variables . 
The computational efficiency is one of the areas of improvement. Currently, a large 
scale optimization problem (approximately 500 states} takes approximately eight to 
twelve hours to run on a desktop computer with a single 1.6MHz processor and 512MB 
of RAM. A parallel programming technique can be implemented to speed up the solution 
rocess. Currentl the o timization roblem runs in a MatlabQ environment. More p Y p p 
efficient code, such as C or C-}--l- can be utilized to improve the run-time. An optimizer 
with a more sophisticated search method can also be employed to better explore the 
design space through the optimization problem and speed up the search. 
Robustness analysis can be further explored. Abetter understanding between the 
system robustness and sensitivity can be developed and used to design more robust 
systems. Uncertainties can be directly modelled in the system in a traditional robust 
design framework which will allow for a less conservative design. 
The controller formulation can also be improved further. The standard templates for 
LQR, LQG, H am , and other optimal controller formulations can be employed. Controller 
type also can be considered as a design variable. 
A virtual reality post processing interface can be developed so that as the design 
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